
Customers love their cold laminators but hate the high expense of the  
laminate refills.  That’s why owning a Varitronics® or a Variquest®  cold 
laminator is a bad idea!  These laminators are proprietary systems requiring 
customers to overpay for their refills compared to Xyron, the manufacturer,  
and their 25” wide cold laminator called the 2500. 
 
Xyron manufactures the ProFinish (24”) & VariQuest 2510 (25”) for 
Varitronics®  / VariQuest® .  Standard cold laminate width is 25” but  the 
ProFinish®  is 24” wide and costs as much as $299.99 a set  Vs. about $235 
for the identical laminate from Xyron in 25”.  The VariQuest®  2510 machine is 
slightly different.  The green and red hubs you slide into the laminator are a 
narrower width than Xyron’s 25” standard hub creating a system where 
customer’s are again forced to spend more for their laminate than the Xyron 
2500 systems. 
 
For customers tired of overpaying for their laminate refills but love using their 
cold laminators, we have an incredible opportunity to rid yourself forever of 
the hassles and expense.  
 
Who We Are:   Bright White Paper Co. is Xyron’s largest education reseller in the U.S.  Our 
laminators and laminate is in stock 99% of the time.  What you purchase today is shipped 
today or within 1 business day.  No waiting or searching.  Plus we 
carry Color Poster Makers from Epson, discounted poster paper, 
Easyboard reusable display frames & boards & more. 

Get a new Xyron 2500 25” wide cold laminator & 6 sets 
of laminate for nearly the same price you were paying 
for just 6 sets of either ProFinish or VariQuest 2510 
laminate refills.  The savings in the difference in film 
costs will pay for your new machine. 

 
Our Deal: 
Xyron 2500 cold laminator      $499.99 
Plus up to 6 sets of laminate (general use or thermal 
sensitive @ $199.99 each (one time price) $1199.94 
 
Total of our deal            $1699.93 
 

What you are paying now:  6 sets ProFinish Laminate or 
VariQuest 2510 Film                          @ $279.95 -$299.95   
  
Compare their price            $1679.70 - $1799.94 
for 6 sets of laminate 
 
Get a new 25” cold laminator and 6 sets of laminate for 
virtually the same price as what you pay for JUST 6 sets of 
laminate.  And you’ll never overpay for your laminate again! 
 
***Please note shipping is not included. The $199.99 a set price is a 
one time only price for customers switching from either a ProFinish or 
2510 system.  Regular pricing is $227.39 per set or less for general use 
laminate and $236.92 or less for thermal sensitive laminate.  Other 
requirements may apply. 
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